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The Punjabi Suba movement

wanted a separate state for

Punjabi-speaking people.

in the eAst while East Punjab.

This movement started

in the 1950 resulted in the

formation of Punjabi-

majority

Punjab state, the

Hindi-majority Haryana state

and the Union Territory of

Chandigarh

on 1 November 1966



The Capital of Haryana is 
Chandigarh.

Bhiwani is The most Biggest City in 
Haryana.



The Haryana have 22 Districts



Hindi and Haryanvi are 
mostly used Languages in 

Haryana.

Haryana is known for - Milk Pail of India
Kurukshetra (war place cited in Mahabharata)



The Major Festivals of Haryana is
Baisakhi, Gangour, Lohri.



The main crops of Haryana are wheat,
rice, sugarcane, cotton, oilseeds, gram,
barley, corn, millet etc. There are two
main types of crops in Agriculture of
Haryana: Rabi and Kharif. The major
Kharif crops of Haryana are rice, jowar,
bajra, maize, cotton, jute, sugarcane
and groundnut.



 The longest horns of record measure more than 28 inches. Females do not possess horns.

 Mature male blackbucks have a black and white coloration which is very different from the 

reddish yellow hue of  immature males and females.



 The male black francolin is black with white patch on the cheek, a chestnut collar and white
spots on the flanks.

 The back and wings are scalloped with shades of golden brown with sub-terminal tawny-buff
bands and pale edges. Tail is black with narrow white and greyish bars. Legs are reddish-
brown to red.



 Lotus is the India national flower and the State flower of Haryana. Lotus species is native to Asia, and
most predominantly in India and China.

 The lotus has been historically used for medicinal purposes such as a pain reliever and for alleviating
muscle spasms.

 Its an aquatic plant species that thrives in ponds and lakes, and most exclusively during warm seasons.
 Lotus can reach up to twenty inches above water The most common colour variations of the

lotus flower is pink and white. Other lotus colors include blue and red.



There are 2 types of National parks in Haryana  

Sultanpur National Park Kalesar National Park
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